Introduction

Infertility is defined as the inability to conceive after at least 12 months of regular unprotected intercourse (1). Unfortunately, difficulty with conception affects about 15% of couples, with approximately 20% of these cases being caused by male factor alone with another 30–40% of infertility due to both a male and female factor (2). With contributions of both male and female partners to infertility, it behooves infertility experts to perform analysis of both partners to determine factors that could be inhibiting fecundity. Male infertility analysis typically begins with a semen analysis, a patient history, and physical examination which will determine next steps in care. This review article focuses on the role of karyotype testing in the male infertility evaluation as karyotype testing in infertility is an important tool to diagnose causes for infertility and can allow proper long-term treatment and counselling to patients.

A karyotype is used to detect chromosomal abnormalities, with the most common finding being normal chromosome complement. The most common abnormalities found in men with azoospermia are chromosomal numerical duplications such as 47,XXY, Klinefelter syndrome, but can also find chromosomal deletions, translocations, inversions, and insertions. Many of these chromosomal abnormalities are associated with infertility and a classification of the chromosomal abnormality using karyotyping can determine how best to counsel and treat patients with infertility.

Body

History of karyotyping

Karyotype comes from the Greek karyon for kernel or seed and typos for general form. Chromosomes were first observed in plants in 1842 by Carl Wilhelm von Nägeli (3). The first animal chromosomes were isolated from a salamander by Walther Flemming in 1882 (4). By the 1920’s, the human karyotype had been described as...
48 chromosomes (5). It took another 30 years before Tijo and Levan accurately described the normal diploid human chromosome as 46 (6), this includes 22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes and the 1 pair of sex chromosomes, XY for men (Figure 1). While several types of visual depiction of chromosomes (karyogram) exist, the common visualization of the 46 chromosomes is G-banding. G-banding uses a Giemsa stain which binds DNA causing lighter and darker regions on chromosomes. Darker regions incorporate more stain and are generally adenine and thymine rich regions while cytosine and guanine rich regions are lighter staining. Other types of banding techniques exist but are less often used in karyotyping. These others include as Q-banding which uses a quinacrine stain, R-banding which stains opposite of G-banding, C-banding which uses specialized Giemsa technique that stains heterochromatin (7). For standardization, the human karyotype is presented and numbered in descending order by size from 1 to 22, with centromeres in the middle and the short p arm oriented up with the longer q arms down. Knowing this arrangement during the prenatal period can identify at-risk fetuses and guide parental knowledge of chromosomal abnormalities. The next phase of work to develop amniocentesis was done separately by Barr and Gadd from 1956–1967 (8,9). Currently, fetal DNA and sex determination can be detected in circulating maternal blood. Biopsy of IVF created embryos allows detection of aneuploidy and other chromosomal characteristics (10).

Current karyotyping
A karyotype can be obtained from any cell within the body but is generally performed using blood from a venipuncture. At this time, the cells are cultured and cell division occurs. During culture, the cells are arrested in metaphase using colchicine. Colchicine works by inhibiting the formation of the mitotic spindle preventing dividing cells from progressing to anaphase. This stage of cell division is desirable because the chromosomes are most condensed. These cells are then treated with trypsin causing protein degradation. Following this treatment Giemsa stain is added which selectively binds to chromosomes giving a characteristic pattern to the chromosomes allowing them to be organized into the typical karyogram (Figure 1) from chromosome 1–22 with sex chromosomes labeled at the end. Generally, 15–20 metaphase cells are analyzed into karyograms to ensure standardization and correct preparation of samples (7). This analysis takes about 72 hours for results. Karyotyping generally has a resolution of 5–10 mega bases, making small abnormalities difficult to visualize. Karyotyping is liable to miss mosaicism (when an individual is not made up of a single genotype but is made up of two distinct sets of genotypes) due to the relatively few numbers of karyograms analyzed.

To better characterize mosaicism, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is used. This study allows more specific analysis of DNA sequences on chromosomes. The technique uses an RNA or DNA probe, single strand of genetic material, with a fluorescent marker. This probe binds to the complementary nucleic acid strain within the DNA molecule. FISH analysis can utilize any cell within the body. The cell mixture denatured to allow the probe access to the DNA. The probe binds to its complimentary DNA and then the fluorescent portion of the probe is activated. FISH is better suited for analysis of mosaicism as it allows for analysis of hundreds of cells instead of 15–20
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as analyzed with karyotyping (11). FISH requires about 24–48 hours for results. It has a resolution of around 3 mega bases and can detect aneuploidy as low as 7% (12). The increased resolution and ability to detect aneuploidy to as low 7% unfortunately still poses a risk of false negatives for chromosome abnormalities.

**When to karyotype**

During the analysis of infertility in a male, a karyotype is a valuable tool to help determine the cause for infertility. A karyotype is indicated, if there is clinical suspicion of chromosomal abnormality. More defined indications include the classical Klinefelter’s presentation: tall stature, gynecomastia, limited facial and body hair, abnormally small testes, azoospermia, and a metabolic evaluation showing increased FSH, LH, and decreased 17-ketosteroids and testosterone (13). The American Society of Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) (14) as well as the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologist (15) recommend a karyotype for both parents with recurrent pregnancy loss. Recurrent pregnancy loss has been shown to increase structural balanced chromosome abnormalities found from around. Seven percent to 2.2% and then 4.8% and 5.2% after 1, 2, 3 miscarriages respectively (16). Semen analysis is an integral part of infertility analysis especially with respect to performing a karyotype. This is because the rate of chromosomal anomalies in the general male population ranges between 1/500 and 1/1,000 (17) while men with azoospermia or who are severely oligospermic (<5 million/mL) have 13.7% and 4.6% rate of chromosomal anomalies respectively (18). The ASRM as well as the American Urologic Association best practice guidelines for Optimal Evaluation of the Infertile Male recommends offering karyotyping and genetic counselling to men with severe oligospermia and azoospermia (19,20). The chromosomal analysis will elucidate chromosomal duplications, deletions, inversions, insertions or translocations, and the couple can be counseled appropriately about the risk to offspring.

Karyotyping can be a costly part of the evaluation and may not be covered by insurance. Cost of karyotype ranges between $836–$1,500 (costs from the University of Nebraska). Because of this potential cost, karyotyping should be limited to only individuals that would benefit from this information, based on history, physical, and semen analysis as discussed above.

**Various results of karyotypes and chromosomal anomalies**

**Normal**

The majority of men with azoospermia and severe oligospermia will have normal karyotypes, 86.3% and 95.4% respectively (10). This result may be complicated by rates of mosaicism (an individual that is composed of multiple genotypes instead of one) as this can be missed by karyotyping but which is more readily seen when fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is performed. However, FISH is not utilized frequently. While there may not be a chromosomal abnormality that caused the azoospermia, a genetic cause may still be the culprit, just not one that can be readily tested, and of course not included in a standard karyotype analysis.

**Deletions**

Chromosomal deletions can occur on a macroscopic scale as seen with mosaicism or microscopic scale as seen with microscopic Y chromosomal deletions. 45,X/46,XY mosaicism is seen in 1/15,000 births (21) with 90% of individuals with 45,X/46,XY mosaicism having normal male genitalia (22). Unfortunately, mosaicism will only be identified with usage of FISH analysis or a study of multiple karyograms. The difficulty in this diagnosis is that with mosaicism there is rarely a standardized phenotype to prompt the physician to perform a FISH assay. 45,X/46,XY mosaicism presents with a very large spectrum of phenotypes, from individuals that have the characteristic Turner syndrome body habitus to patients with ambiguous genitalia to normal-appearing males with slightly short stature who typically progress through puberty normally (23). Turner mosaicism occurs in 76/100,000 births (24) Because of this normal progression through puberty, these patients may only be diagnosed during an infertility evaluation with a semen analysis showing azoospermia (25). They are found to have normal testosterone levels with elevated gonadotropin levels (25).

Originally macroscopic Y chromosomal deletions were believed to be the cause of infertility but upon further elucidation specific microscopic Y chromosomal deletions were noted to be the cause of azoospermia within the region known as azoospermia factor (AZF) (26). AZF deletions are responsible for between 1% and 18% of idiopathic male infertility based on geographic location (27). AZF has further been divided into AZFa, AZFb, AZFc that underwent sperm extraction
were not found to have sperm (29) but with AZFc deletion, sperm retrieval is possible, with sperm extraction occurring in 72% of patients (30). Fortunately, AZFc deletions account for 60% of total AZF deletions (28).

Duplications

The most common chromosomal duplication finding for men with non-obstructive azoospermia on karyotype analysis will be 47,XXY (Figure 1). This chromosomal duplication falls into the category of Klinefelter’s syndrome which is any karyotype with additional sex chromosomes and has a prevalence of 152 per 100,000 males (31). This has also been found in patients with an apparently normal karyotype, as Klinefelter’s can present as mosaics in about 4–12% of patients with azoospermia and oligospermia (32). Because of this finding, some have advocated for FISH analysis along with karyotype on patients that exhibit azoospermia or oligospermia (32). There are various genotypes of Klinefelter’s with the 47,XXY being the most commonly found in approximately 80%. The remaining 20% are found to have multiple duplications of X or Y chromosomes (17).

The most common karyotype variant after Klinefelter’s is 47,XYY with a prevalence of about 1/1,000 (33) (Table 1). This presents with variable phenotypes from minimal signs or symptoms to developmental delays and behavioral problems and normal semen analysis to azoospermia. Because of this variable presentation, some have advocated for FISH analysis along with karyotype on patients with azoospermia or oligospermia (32). There are various genotypes of Klinefelter’s with the 47,XXY being the most commonly found in approximately 80%. The remaining 20% are found to have multiple duplications of X or Y chromosomes (17).

The most common karyotype variant after Klinefelter’s is 47,XYY with a prevalence of about 1/1,000 (33) (Table 1). This presents with variable phenotypes from minimal signs or symptoms to developmental delays and behavioral problems and normal semen analysis to azoospermia. Because of this variable presentation, some have advocated for FISH analysis along with karyotype on patients with azoospermia or oligospermia (32). There are various genotypes of Klinefelter’s with the 47,XXY being the most commonly found in approximately 80%. The remaining 20% are found to have multiple duplications of X or Y chromosomes (17).

The most common karyotype variant after Klinefelter’s is 47,XYY with a prevalence of about 1/1,000 (33) (Table 1). This presents with variable phenotypes from minimal signs or symptoms to developmental delays and behavioral problems and normal semen analysis to azoospermia. Because of this variable presentation, some have advocated for FISH analysis along with karyotype on patients with azoospermia or oligospermia (32). There are various genotypes of Klinefelter’s with the 47,XXY being the most commonly found in approximately 80%. The remaining 20% are found to have multiple duplications of X or Y chromosomes (17).

The most common karyotype variant after Klinefelter’s is 47,XYY with a prevalence of about 1/1,000 (33) (Table 1). This presents with variable phenotypes from minimal signs or symptoms to developmental delays and behavioral problems and normal semen analysis to azoospermia. Because of this variable presentation, some have advocated for FISH analysis along with karyotype on patients with azoospermia or oligospermia (32). There are various genotypes of Klinefelter’s with the 47,XXY being the most commonly found in approximately 80%. The remaining 20% are found to have multiple duplications of X or Y chromosomes (17).

The most common karyotype variant after Klinefelter’s is 47,XYY with a prevalence of about 1/1,000 (33) (Table 1). This presents with variable phenotypes from minimal signs or symptoms to developmental delays and behavioral problems and normal semen analysis to azoospermia. Because of this variable presentation, some have advocated for FISH analysis along with karyotype on patients with azoospermia or oligospermia (32). There are various genotypes of Klinefelter’s with the 47,XXY being the most commonly found in approximately 80%. The remaining 20% are found to have multiple duplications of X or Y chromosomes (17).

Table 1 Klinefelter karyotypes, prevalence, phenotype, and semen analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Karyotype</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Semen analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47,XXY (Original Klinefelter syndrome)</td>
<td>152/100,000</td>
<td>Tall, gynecomastia, limited facial and body hair, small firm testicles</td>
<td>Oligospermia, azoospermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48,XXYY</td>
<td>1/18,000–40,000</td>
<td>Similar to 47,XXY</td>
<td>Oligospermia, azoospermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48,XXXY</td>
<td>1/50,000</td>
<td>Similar to 47,XXY</td>
<td>Oligospermia, azoospermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49,XXXXY</td>
<td>1/85,000–100,000</td>
<td>Short, coarse facies, hyperextensible joints, cryptorchidism, intellectual delay, hypotonia</td>
<td>Oligospermia, azoospermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47,XYY</td>
<td>1/1,000</td>
<td>Highly variable</td>
<td>Highly variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48,XYYY</td>
<td>15 described in literature</td>
<td>Increased height</td>
<td>Typically normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49,XXXXY</td>
<td>6 described in literature</td>
<td>Increased height, low set ears, micrognathia</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48,XXYY is the third most common karyotype anomaly variant 1:18,000–1:40,000 (36). The phenotype is typically similar to Klinefelter’s, exhibiting tallness, long thin legs, small testes, sparse body hair, gynecomastia, increased FSH and LH (23). It is noted that with increasing numbers of X duplications there is a decrease in prevalence of karyotype, 48,XXXY occurring 1:50,000 births while 49,XXXXY occurring between 1:85,000–1:100,000 births (37). 48,XXXY phenotype is also similar to Klinefelter’s; tall, decreased upper segment to lower segment ratio, hypertelorism, epicanthic folds, small testes, elevated FSH and LH, gynecomastia (35). 49,XXXXY is more clinically severe and has fewer similarities to Klinefelter’s. Patients exhibit coarse facies, short stature, hypotonia, hyperextensible joints, cryptorchidism, elevated FSH and LH, intellectual delay, and synostosis (35). Learning difficulties and behavior abnormalities were noted for all variants, but there was concern that this finding may be due to ascertainment bias, as many of these individuals were karyotyped after hospitalization for behavioral or psychiatric illnesses (35). In individuals with varying duplications of X’s, the only common features were hypoplastic testes and elevated FSH and LH.

One can assume that any variety of chromosomal abnormalities exist. While these are likely to be extremely rare there have been case reports. For example, a poly mosaic male was found with 3 different chromosomal genotypes consisting of 47,XYY (28%)/48,XXYY (68%)/49,XXXXY (4%) (38).

Translocations

Translocations result in re-arrangements of the chromosomal
material. These can be balanced or unbalanced translocations depending on even or uneven shifting of material (Figure 2). Balanced translocations essentially switch material between chromosomes without any loss or gain of genes and therefore causes no negative imprint or phenotype for the affected individual. These occur in about 1 in 500 births (39). Though typically healthy, these carriers have a higher risk of creating unbalanced translocations in their gametes, which would then be passed on to their child. In an unbalanced translocation, genetic information is exchanged unevenly such that there are either extra or missing genes. A less common exchange is non-reciprocal, in which material from 1 chromosome moves to another, but no material comes back to the first.

Robertsonian translocations occur at or near the centromere of chromosomes 13, 14, 15 and 21, and 22 that have very short arms already. The short arms fuse and the long arms form a much larger chromosome (Figure 2). Often the overall chromosome count is reduced from 23 to 22 because of this. It occurs in about 1 in 1,000 live births without phenotypic changes or heightened disease risk (40). However, it does raise the risk of trisomy in any offspring, particularly Down syndrome.

**Treatment**

**Evaluate partner**

When patients are experiencing problems with infertility both partners should be evaluated. The female infertility work-up generally should be performed prior or concomitantly to the male infertility evaluation. The female work-up typically is conducted by an obstetrician/gynecologist with experience in reproductive medicine.

**Optimize hormones**

When a male is found to have hormonal abnormalities during an infertility work-up, optimization is required to ensure the greatest chances of fertility. The site of deficiency determines which type of treatment is needed. If normal FSH/LH and testosterone, hormone treatment would be of no benefit. If FSH/LH is normal and testosterone is low or hypergonadotropic hypogonadism, which is typically found with Klinefelter syndrome, there is minimal benefit in treatment as increasing FSH/LH would not stimulate atrophic testicles. Exogenous testosterone does not confer benefit for spermatozoa production (41). If hypogonadotropic hypogonadism is found, then clomiphene citrate or HCG can be used to correct the abnormality (42). If a testosterone/estradiol ratio is <10, then anastrozole can be used to increase this ratio by blocking conversion of testosterone to estradiol (43).

**Sperm extraction**

Because non-obstructive azoospermia is seen on semen analysis of Klinefelter’s patients, the main method to achieve fertility is to utilize sperm extraction and intracytoplasmic sperm injection. There are two types of testicular sperm extraction techniques: microscopic and non-microscopic with the sperm extraction rates of 57% and 42% respectively (43). Pregnancy rates were 36% for both types of extraction (44). Extraction has been found to be most successful in the age group 16–30 when compared to individuals younger than 16 (44). Prior to the procedure, it is a generally accepted practice to discontinue testosterone replacement. Many hypothesize and recommend hormonal optimization, but unfortunately there are no studies that compare hormonal treatment with controls.

**Conclusions**

Chromosomal abnormalities are relatively common in men with infertility. Therefore, men with azoospermia,
severe oligospermia, or clinical phenotypes suggestive of chromosomal abnormalities should have a karyotype performed. Treatment varies pending the results of the chromosomal analysis.

**Future directions**

While current urologic intervention can provide a pathway to fertility for some patients with chromosomal abnormalities, research and development continues to provide promising possibilities for these individuals. For example, Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) technology is a gene editing tool. CRISPR allows removal of genes in chromosomes but also has been used to eliminate complete autosomal and sex chromosomes (45). This is important because it may allow individuals with virtually any chromosomal abnormalities to have the chromosomal abnormality repaired, hopefully improving chances of fertility as well as other aspects of their daily life made challenging by their genetic abnormality (46).
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